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Abstract. This paper proposes a group-based differential evolution (GDE) algorithm
for numerical optimization problems. The proposed GDE algorithm provides a new pro-
cess using two mutation strategies to effectively enhance the search for the globally optimal
solution. Initially, all individuals in the population are partitioned into an elite group
and an inferior group based on their fitness value. In the elite group, individuals with
a better fitness value employ the local mutation operation to search for better solutions
near the current best individual. The inferior group, which is composed of individuals
with worse fitness values, uses a global mutation operation to search for potential solu-
tions and to increase the diversity of the population. Subsequently, the GDE algorithm
employs crossover and selection operations to produce offspring for the next generation.
This paper also proposes two parameter-tuning strategies for the robustness of the GDE
algorithm in the evolution process. To validate the performance of the GDE algorithm,
13 well-known numerical benchmark functions were tested on low- and high-dimensional
problems. The simulation results indicate that our approach is efficient.
Keywords: Evolutionary algorithm (EA), Optimization, Differential evolution (DE),
Adaptive strategy

1. Introduction. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have become a popular optimization
tool for global optimization problems [1-7]. The optimization process of EAs usually
adopts stochastic search techniques that work with a set of individuals instead of a sin-
gle individual and use certain evolution operators to naturally produce offspring for the
next generation. These algorithms include genetic algorithms (GAs) [8], evolutionary pro-
gramming (EP) [9], evolution strategies (ESs) [10], particle swarm optimization (PSO)
[11] and differential evolution (DE) [12,13], which are well-known, effectual and classical
search techniques.

In recent years, the DE algorithm has sparked the interest of researchers [14-27]. The
DE algorithm, proposed by Storn and Price [12,13], is an efficient and effective global
optimizer in the continuous search domain. It has been shown to perform better than
genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization with respect to several numerical
benchmarks [12,13,21,28]. The DE algorithm employs the difference between two ran-
domly selected individuals as the source of random variations for the mutation operation.
Subsequently, crossover and selection operations are used for generating offspring. Many
studies have applied the DE algorithm to difficult optimization problems and achieved
better solutions [12,13]. However, a stagnation problem has been identified, in which
the DE algorithm occasionally stops proceeding toward the global optimum [16,17]. The
reason for the stagnation problem is the limitation of the mutation operation model. In
the DE algorithm, the mutation operation model always favors the exploration ability
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or the exploitation ability, which easily results in a blind search over individual space
or insufficient diversity in a population. To handle this problem, researchers have com-
bined different learning methods to solve the stagnation problem. Rahnamayan et al.
[25] combined an opposition-based learning method and the DE algorithm, calling the
method opposition-based differential evolution (ODE). The ODE employs opposition-
based optimization to choose the best solutions by simultaneously checking the fitness of
the opposite solution in the current population. The ODE successfully increases the di-
versity of a population. A combination of one-step k-Means clustering and a multi-parent
crossover operation in the DE algorithm was proposed by Cai et al. [14]. Their method
enhances the performance of the DE algorithm and balances its exploration ability and its
exploitation ability in the evolutionary process. Noman and Iba [22] proposed an adap-
tive local search (ALS) algorithm to increase the exploitation ability in the DE algorithm.
The ALS algorithm uses a simple hill-climbing algorithm to adaptively determine the
search length and effectively explore the neighborhood of each individual. Ali and Pant
[18] applied a Cauchy mutation to improve the performance of the DE algorithm. The
Cauchy mutation, which uses a Cauchy distribution, randomly forces solutions to move
to another position. This method efficiently increases the probability of finding potential
solutions in the DE algorithm. A combination of the fuzzy adaptive PSO algorithm and
the DE algorithm, called the FAPSO-DE model, has been proposed, recently. They use
two evolution processes to balance the exploration ability and the exploitation ability for
economic dispatch problems.
Unlike the studies mentioned above, this paper proposes a new idea to solve the stag-

nation problem. This idea employs the inherent properties of the DE algorithm with-
out depending on other learning algorithms. The idea combines two classical mutation
strategies instead of a single mutation model. The DE/rand/bin approach has a powerful
exploitation ability, and the DE/best/bin approach has an efficient exploration ability.
This paper combines the two operations to tradeoff between the exploration ability and
the exploitation ability in solving the stagnation problem.
In this paper, a group-based differential evolution (GDE) algorithm is proposed for

numerical optimization problems. The GDE algorithm provides a new process using
the DE/rand model and the DE/best model in the mutation operation. Initially, all
individuals in a population are grouped into Group A (inferior group) and Group B (elite
group) based on their fitness value. The Group A uses the DE/rand mutation model to
globally search for potential solutions and maintain the diversity of the population. The
Group B uses the DE/best mutation model to efficiently search the neighborhood of the
current best solution. Subsequently, crossover and selection operations are employed for
the next generation. Two adaptive strategies for automatically tuning parameters are
also proposed in this paper. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

(1) The proposed GDE algorithm employs the inherent properties of the DE algorithm
to solve the stagnation problem. The GDE algorithm combines the two mutation
operations to tradeoff between the exploration ability and the exploitation ability.

(2) Two adaptive strategies for automatically tuning parameters are proposed for auto-
matically tuning parameters without the user’s prior knowledge. An adaptive de-
creasing weight factor method is used for the Group A. Another strategy employs a
self-adjusting method based on updating the success probability for the Group B.

(3) Thirteen well-known numerical benchmark functions are tested to validate the per-
formance of the proposed GDE algorithm. The GDE algorithm shows significantly
better performance than other EAs in statistical tests.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the basic pro-
cedure of differential evolution. The flow chart of GDE and adaptive parameter control
strategy are elaborated in Section 3. Simulation results are presented in Section 4 to
compare GDE with other evolutionary algorithms. Finally, concluding remarks are sum-
marized in Section 5.

2. Differential Evolution. This section introduces a complete DE algorithm. The pro-
cess of the DE algorithm, like other EAs, produces offspring for the next generation by
the mutation operation, the crossover operation and the selection operation. Figure 1(a)
shows a standard flow chart of the DE algorithm.

Initially, a population of NP D-dimensional parameter vectors that represent the can-
didate solutions (individuals) is generated by a uniformly random process. All individuals
and the search spaceare constrained by the prescribed minimumXmin = (x1,min, x2,min, . . . ,
xD,min) and maximum Xmax = (x1,max, x2,max, . . . , xD,max) parameter bounds. The follow-
ing is a simple representation of the i-th individual in the current generation Gen:

Xi,Gen = (xi,1,Gen, xi,2,Gen, xi,3,Gen, . . . , xi,D−1,Gen, xi,D,Gen). (1)

After the initial population with NP individuals, the fitness evaluation process measures
the quality of individuals to calculate the performance. The succeeding steps include
the mutation operation, the crossover operation and the selection operation, which are
explained in the following.
Mutation Operation

Each individual in the current generation is allowed to breed by mating with other
randomly selected individuals from the population. This process randomly selects a parent
pool of three individuals to produce an offspring. Specifically, for each individual Xi,gen,
i = 1, 2, . . . , NP , where gen denotes the current generation and NP is population size,
three random individuals, Xr1,gen, Xr2,gen and Xr3,gen, are selected from the population
such that r1, r2 and r3 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NP} and i 6= r1 6= r2 6= r3. This way, a parent pool
of four individuals is formed to produce an offspring. The following are different mutation
strategies frequently used in the literature:

DE/rand/bin: Vi,gen = Xr1,gen + F (Xr2,gen −Xr3,gen) (2)

DE/best/bin: Vi,gen = Xgbest,gen + F (Xr2,gen −Xr3,gen) (3)

DE/target-to-best/bin: Vi,gen = Xr1,gen + F (Xgbest,gen −Xr1,gen) + F (Xr2,gen −Xr3,gen)
(4)

where F is a scaling factor ∈ [0, 1] and Xgbest,gen is the best-so-far individual.
Crossover Operation

After the mutation operation, the DE algorithm uses a crossover operation, often re-
ferred to as discrete recombination, in which the mutated individual Vi,gen is mated with
Xi,gen and generates the offspring Ui,gen. The elements of an individual Ui,gen are inher-
ited from Xi,gen and Vi,gen, which are determined by a parameter called the crossover
probability (CR ∈ [0, 1]), as follows:

Ui,d,gen =

{
Vi,d,gen, if rand(d) ≤ CR
Xi,d,gen, if rand(d) > CR

(5)

where d = 1, 2, . . . , D denotes the dth element of individual vectors, D is the total number
of elements in an individual vector and rand(d) ∈ [0, 1] is the dth evaluation of a random-
number generator.
Selection Operation
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The DE algorithm applies a selection operation to determine whether the individual
survives to the next generation. A knockout competition is played between each indi-
vidual Xi,gen and its offspring Ui,gen, and the winner is selected deterministically based
on objective function values and is then promoted to the next generation. The selection
operation is described as

Xi,gen+1 =

{
Xi,gen, if fitness(Xi,gen) < fitness(Ui,gen)
Ui,gen, otherwise

(6)

where f(z) is the fitness value of individual z. After the selection operation, the population
obtains a better fitness value or retains the same fitness value but never deteriorates.

3. Group-Based Differential Evolution. This section describes a complete GDE lea-
rning process. This learning process groups the population into an elite group and an
inferior group. The groups perform different tasks based on mutation operations to pro-
duce offspring for the next generation. Two adaptive parameter tuning strategies are also
proposed in the GDE algorithm.

3.1. The GDE algorithm. In the DE algorithm, the mutation operation, which leads
to successful evolution performance, is a principal operator. In this paper, we propose a
GDE algorithm with an exploration ability and an exploitation ability, thus combining
two mutation strategies to solve practical problems. A flow chart of the GDE algorithm
is shown in Figure 1(b).
In the first step of the GDE algorithm, a population of NP D-dimensional individuals is

generated by a uniformly random process and evaluated with respect to the fitness value
of all individuals. A sorting process arranges all individuals based on their fitness value
as follows for minimum-objective problems: fitness1 < fitness2 < . . . < fitnessNP−1 <
fitnessNP . According to fitness value, all individuals are partitioned into an inferior group
and an elite group, called Group A and Group B, respectively. Group A, with includes
the NP/2 worst individuals, performs a global search to increase the diversity of the
population and find a wide range of potential solutions. The other NP/2 individuals in
the Group B perform a local search to actively detect better solutions near the current
best solution. The following represents a complete mutation operation for the Group A
and the Group B.

Group A: Vi,gen = Xi,gen + Fa(Xr1,gen −Xr2,gen) (7)

Group B: Vi,gen = Xgbest,gen + Fb(Xr3,gen −Xr4,gen) (8)

where Fa and Fb are scaling factors; Xr1,gen, Xr2,gen, Xr3,gen and Xr4,gen are randomly
selected from the population; i 6= r1 6= r2 6= r3 6= r4; and the Xgbest,gen is the best-so-far
individual in the population. Next, we perform the crossover operation and the selection
operation to produce offspring. All steps are repeated until the terminal condition is
reached.

3.2. Adaptive parameter tuning strategy. Parameter control which can directly in-
fluence the convergence speed and search capability of an algorithm, is an important task
in EAs [19-21,23,24,27,30-33]. In this section, we employ two adaptive approaches to
control the parameters F and CR for the Group A (inferior) and the Group B (elite).
The task of Group A is to globally search for potential offspring and increase the di-

versity of the population. A general strategy for parameter F often adopts a decreasing
weight factor method [15,16] due to stable convergence. F , which depends on the gener-
ation, decreases linearly. In this paper, we propose an adaptive decreasing weight factor
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. The flow chart of algorithms: (a) DE; (b) GDE. GEN is the
generation counter.

method to control the parameter in Group A. Fa depends on the generation to decrease
weight with flexibility as follows.

Fa = N

(
1− Gen

Genmax

, 0.1

)
, for every Gp, (9)

where Gen is the current generation number, Genmax is the maximum generation number,
Gp is the pre-specified period of generation and N(M , STD) is a normal distribution with
meanM and standard deviation STD. In this paper, Gp is set to 20, and Fa is constrained
between 0.1 and 1.

Unlike the task of Group A, the task of Group B, which features a stronger exploitation
ability, is to find beneficial solutions near the current optimal solution. This characteristic
always leads all individuals to a local minimum solution and stops at a certain point.

To handle this problem, an adaptive parameter-tuning strategy was proposed for Fb

in Group B. This strategy provides a process to automatically adjust Fb based on global
solution (Xgbest,gen) updating success probability (GSP). If the GSP is greater than a pre-
specified threshold (ThGSP ), Fb increases to prevent premature convergence; otherwise,
the algorithm allows more individuals to move toward the Xgbest,gen position. This idea
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Table 1. Benchmark functions. D is the dimension of the function.

Test Functions D Search Range

f1 =
D∑
i=1

(xi)
2 30

and
[−100, 100]D

f2 =
D∑
i=1

|xi|+
D∏
i=1

|xi|
100

[−10, 10]D

f3 =
D∑
i=1

(
i∑

j=1

xi

)2

[−100, 100]D

f4 = max
i

|xi| [−100, 100]D

f5 =
D∑
i=1

(xi + 0.5)2 [−100, 100]D

f6 =
D∑
i=1

ix4
i + rand [0, 1) [−1.28, 1.28]D

f7 =
D∑
i=1

[100(xi+1 − x2
i ) + (xi − 1)2] [−30, 30]D

f8 =
D∑
i=1

−xi sin
√
|xi|+D · 418.98288727243369 [−500, 500]D

f9 =
D∑
i=1

[xi − 10 cos(2πxi) + 10] [−5.12, 5.12]D

f10 = −20 exp

(
−0.2

√
1
D

D∑
i=1

x2
i

)
−exp

(
1
D

D∑
i=1

cos(2πxi)

)
+20+e [−32, 32]D

f11 =
1

4000

D∑
i=1

x2
i −

D∏
i=1

cos
(

xi√
i

)
+ 1 [−600, 600]D

f12 =
π
D

{
10 sin2(πy1) +

D−1∑
i=1

(yi − 1)2[1 + 10 sin2(πyi+1)]

+(yD − 1)2
}
+

D∑
i=1

u(xi, 10, 100, 4)

where

yi = 1 + 1
4
(xi + 1)

and u(xi, a, k,m) =


k(xi − a)m, if xi > a

k(−xi − a)m, if xi < −a

0, otherwise

[−50, 50]D

f13 =
1
10

{
sin2(3πx1) +

D−1∑
i=1

(xi − 1)2
[
1 + sin2(3πxi+1)

]
+(xD − 1)2[1 + sin2(2πxD)]

}
+

D∑
i=1

u(xi, 10, 100, 4)

where

u(xi, a, k,m) =


k(xi − a)m, if xi > a

k(−xi − a)m, if xi < −a

0, otherwise

[−50, 50]D
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Table 2. Experimental results of GDE, DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and
DE/target-to-best/bin algorithms for low-dimensional problems (D = 30)

Function Gen.

GDE DE/rand/bin DE/best/bin
DE/target-to
-best/bin

Mean
(Best, Worst)

f1 1500

1.83E–42
(9.61E–59,
9.15E–41)

2.53E–13
(5.37E–14,
1.16E–12)

4.51E–14
(2.30E–15,
1.56E–13)

4.84E–16
(7.17E–17,
1.76E–15)

f2 2000

4.02E–30
(3.86E–41,
1.37E–28)

2.93E–09
(5.42E–10,
8.45E–09)

7.82E–11
(1.75E–11,
3.00E–10)

2.11E–11
(3.84E–12,
6.81E–11)

f3 5000

1.13E–25
(9.22E–38,
5.53E–24)

3.78E–10
(3.72E–11,
1.93E–09)

3.77E–11
(3.43E–13,
7.58E–10)

3.18E–14
(1.96E–16,
1.60E–13)

f4 5000

6.67E–11
(2.43E–14,
2.59E–09)

2.17 E–02
(4.15E–13,
5.25E–01)

1.93E–09
(2.48E–11,
1.95E–08)

8.34E–11
(4.04E–14,
6.83E–10)

f5 1500

0.0E+00
(0.0E+00,
0.0E+00)

2.98E–13
(6.03E–14,
8.50E–13)

3.97E–14
(4.03E–15,
1.82E–13)

5.55E–16
(3.87E–17,
5.20E–15)

f6 3000

2.08E–03
(6.02E–04,
9.43E–03)

1.74E–01
(3.60E–03,
7.77E–01)

7.12E–03
(3.00E–03,
1.23E–02)

5.79E–03
(2.16E–03,
1.14E–02)

f7 3000

3.73E–07
(1.27E–19,
1.12E–05)

1.17E+00
(1.67E–05,
3.06E+00)

7.97E–01
(1.83E–11,
3.98E+00)

5.58E–01
(1.04E–13,
3.98E+00)

f8 1500

2.52E+00
(1.18E+02,
8.58E–04)

6.80E+03
(4.71E+03,
7.27E+03)

2.94E+03
(1.78E+03,
4.88E+03)

3.12E+03
(9.49E+02,
6.89E+03)

f9 1500

5.68E–13
(0.0E+00,
6.86 E–12)

7.62E+01
(7.88E+00,
1.67 E+02)

4.55E+01
(2.28E+01,
7.36E+01)

1.71E+02
(1.33E+02,
2.13E+02)

f10 1500

9.69E–15
(7.99E–15,
3.28E–14)

1.68E–07
(7.25E–08,
3.31E–07)

5.59E–08
(2.08E–08,
2.16E–07)

6.64E–09
(2.47E–09,
1.67E–08)

f11 1500

0.0E+00
(0.0E+00,
0.0E+00)

1.08E–12
(5.87E–14,
1.38E–11)

8.31E–03
(6.32E–15,
5.65E–02)

5.86E–03
(0.0E+00,
2.21E–02)

f12 1500

1.50E–32
(1.34E–32,
4.06E–32)

3.81E–14
(1.66E–15,
2.84E–13)

1.03E–01
(8.03E–16,
2.06E+00)

2.69E–02
(3.60E–18,
5.19E–01)

f13 1500

1.70E–32
(1.57E–32,
6.8E–32)

3.17E–13
(2.82E–14,
1.76E–12)

2.63E–03
(2.49E–15,
1.09E–02)

1.08E–08
(2.86E–17,
5.41E–07)
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is fully captured by the following equations.

Fb = Fb − [(rand · (ThGSP −GSP )], (10)

GSP =
Xgbest,gen Updating Time

Size of Group B
, (11)

where rand is a random number between 0 and 1. The average GSP was computed
to adjust the Fb at every period Gp. In this study, ThGSP was set to 0.2 and Fb was
constrained between 0.1 and 1.

4. Simulation Results. To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, a set of
13 classical benchmark test functions [9,35,36] is used in this simulation. The analytical
forms of these functions are shown in Table 1, where D denotes the dimensionality of the
problem. Based on their properties, the functions can be divided into two problems: a
unimodal function problem and a multimodal function problem. All of these functions
have an optimal value at zero.
The GDE algorithm is compared with three classical DE algorithms, including the

DE/rand/bin, the DE/best/bin and the DE/target-to-best/bin algorithms. In all simu-
lations, we set the parameters of the GDE algorithm to be fixed, initial Fa = initial Fb

= 0.9, initial CRa = initial CRb = 0.5. The parameters settings for three classical DE
algorithms are recommended as follows. DE/rand/bin: F = 0.5 and CR = 0.9 [13,20,30];
DE/best/bin: F = 0.8 and CR = 0.9 [16]; DE/target-to-best/bin: F = 0.8 and CR = 0.9
[18].
Many researchers have used the same parameter setting to solve their problems. In this

simulation, we set the population size NP to be 100 and 400 for D = 30 and D = 100,
respectively. All results reported in this section are obtained based on 50 independent
runs.

4.1. Results for low-dimensional problems. In this simulation, the GDE, DE/rand/
bin, DE/best/bin and DE/target-to-best/bin algorithms were applied to low-dimensional
problems with respect to 13 benchmark test functions. Table 2 shows the detailed
performance of the GDE, DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and DE/target-to-best/bin algo-
rithms, including the mean, best and worst performances over 50 independent runs. This
table indicates that the GDE algorithm clearly exhibits better performance than the
DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and DE/target-to-best/bin algorithms with respect to 13
benchmark test functions. In particular, the GDE algorithm searched the global optimal
solution at zero on Function 5 and Function 11.
The learning curves of the GDE, DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and DE/target-to-best/

bin algorithms with respect to the 13 test functions for low-dimensional (D = 30) prob-
lems are shown in Figure 2. This figure shows that the GDE algorithm exhibits speedier
convergence than the DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and DE/target-to-best/bin algorithms
with respect to the 13 benchmark test functions. An interesting case is shown in Figure
3(h) and Figure 3(i). The DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and DE/target-to-best/bin algo-
rithms were stopped at locally optimal solutions on Function 9 and Function 10. The
GDE algorithm maintained continued convergence to find the optimal solutions. It is
shown that the proposed GDE algorithm successfully overcomes the stagnation problem
for low-dimensional problems.

4.2. Results for high-dimensional problems. To verify the ability of the proposed
algorithm to address high-dimensional problems, the GDE, DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin
and DE/target-to-best/bin algorithms were applied to the 13 benchmark test functions.
Table 3 shows the detailed performance of the GDE, DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and
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Figure 2. The best learning curves of GDE, DE/rand, DE/best and
DE/target-to-best with respect to the 13 benchmark test functions for low-
dimensional problems. (a) Function 1; (b) Function 2; (c) Function 3; (d)
Function 4; (e) Function 5; (f) Function 6; (g) Function 7; (h) Function
8; (i) Function 9; (j) Function 10; (k) Function 11; (l) Function 12; (m)
Function 13.
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Figure 3. The best learning curves of GDE, DE/rand, DE/best and
DE/target-to-best with respect to the 13 benchmark test functions for high-
dimensional problems. (a) Function 1; (b) Function 2; (c) Function 3; (d)
Function 4; (e) Function 5; (f) Function 6; (g) Function 7; (h) Function
8; (i) Function 9; (j) Function 10; (k) Function 11; (l) Function 12; (m)
Function 13.
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Table 3. Experimental results of GDE, DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and
DE/target-to-best/bin algorithms for high-dimensional problems (D = 100)

Function Gen.

GDE DE/rand/bin DE/best/bin
DE/target-to
-best/bin

Mean
(Best, Worst)

f1 2000

4.95E–21
(8.68E–28,
9.07E–20)

3.71E+01
(2.14E+01,
5.22E+01)

5.25E+00
(2.31E+00,
1.11E+01)

1.13E+00
(5.33E–01,
2.60E+00)

f2 3000

9.81E–23
(1.60E–28,
3.66E–21)

2.46E+00
(1.58E+00,
3.82E+00)

1.41E–01
(7.18E–02,
2.29E–01)

7.27E–02
(2.87E–02,
1.41E–01)

f3 8000

2.74E–10
(7.24E–12,
4.08E–09)

2.23E+05
(1.47E+05,
3.13E+05)

4.91E+04
(2.97E+04,
7.34E+04)

3.04E+04
(1.39E+04,
4.65E+04)

f4 15000

1.23E–02
(1.00E–02,
1.55E–23)

9.19E+01
(5.68E+01,
9.54E+01)

1.08E+01
(5.86E+00,
15.9E+00)

2.40E+00
(1.19E+00,
4.25E+00)

f5 1500

5.27E–22
(1.31E–23,
5.44E–21)

3.70E+02
(2.03E+02,
5.19E+02)

6.93E+01
(4.00E+01,
1.06E+02)

2.08E+01
(1.32E+01,
3.23E+01)

f6 6000

6.15E–03
(4.40E–03,
8.26E–03)

2.98E–02
(2.21E–02,
3.49E–02)

7.27E–02
(4.67E–02,
1.10E–01)

4.24E–02
(2.66E–02,
610E–02)

f7 6000

6.70 E+00
(1.71E–06,
3.72E+01)

9.11E+01
(9.05E+01,
9.23E+01)

1.52E+02
(8.40E+01,
2.99E+02)

1.06E+02
(7.69E+01,
1.49E+02)

f8 1000

2.66E+03
(9.82E+02,
3.79E+03)

3.14E+04
(2.94E+04,
3.24E+04)

1.36E+04
(1.05E+04,
1.81E+04)

2.86E+04
(2.03E+04,
3.17E+04)

f9 9000

0.0E+00
(0.0E+00,
0.0E+00)

8.08E+02
(7.53E+02,
8.47E+02)

1.74E+02
(1.26E+02,
2.42E+02)

4.20E+02
(7.3E+01,
7.99E+02)

f10 3000

4.41E–13
(3.45E–13,
5.65E–13)

1.54E–01
(9.20E–02,
2.09E–01)

2.68E–01
(2.08E–02,
1.32E+00)

9.45E–03
(5.51E–03,
1.30E–02)

f11 3000

0.0E+00
(0.0E+00,
0.0E+00)

2.48E–01
(1.47E–01,
3.71E–01)

1.72E–02
(7.14E–03,
3.53E–02)

2.32E–03
(5.98E–04,
1.44 E–02)

f12 3000

2.43E–24
(1.80E–28,
2.54E–23)

2.35E+00
(3.11E–01,
1.05E+01)

2.81E+00
(6.42E–01,
6.66E+00)

2.47E–01
(6.86E–04,
1.34E+00)

f13 3000

7.65E–25
(3.38E–28,
4.18E–24)

8.82E+00
(2.32E+00,
2.47E+01)

7.49E+00
(5.72E–01,
3.58E+01)

1.91E–01
(4.17E–03,
3.84E+00)
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DE/target-to-best/bin algorithms, including the mean, best and worst performances over
50 independent runs. Clearly, it is difficult to find optimal solutions using these algorithms
because of the high dimensionality of the problem. According to Table 3, the GDE algo-
rithm showed better performance than the DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and DE/target-
to-best/bin algorithms with respect to the 13 benchmark test functions. Note that the
GDE algorithm efficiently searches for a global optimal solution at zero for Function 9
and Function 11.
The learning curve of the GDE, DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and DE/target-to-best/bin

algorithms with respect to the 13 benchmark test functions for high-dimensional (D =
100) problems is shown in Figure 3. In this figure, the GDE algorithm also presents
speedier convergent curves than other algorithms for high-dimensional functions. The
stagnation situation also occurs when the DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin and DE/target-
to-best/bin algorithms are executed, as shown in Figure 3(b), Figure 3(c), Figure 3(e),
Figure 3(g) and Figure 3(i). The GDE algorithm continuously maintained a convergent
curve on Function 2, Function 3, Function 5, Function 7 and Function 9. In this paper, the
simulation results show that the proposed GDE algorithm clearly achieves better perfor-
mance and successfully overcomes the stagnation situation for low- and high-dimensional
problems.

4.3. Statistical comparison. To understand the significant difference between the GDE
and other algorithms over multiple test functions, we performed a statistical procedure
based on the Friedman test. [40,41] with the corresponding post-hoc tests. We set the
GDE algorithm as the control algorithm to compare with other algorithms. The perfor-
mance of the algorithm is significantly different if the corresponding average ranks differ
by at least the critical difference (CD)

CD = q0.05

√
j(j + 1)

6T
, (12)

where j is the number of algorithms, T is the number of test functions, and the critical
value q0.05 = 2.569 can be found in [41].
Table 4 presents the complete results of the Friedman test. In this simulation, j = 4,

T = 13 and CD = 0.13. All differences were greater than the critical difference, which
means that the GDE algorithm is significantly better than the DE/rand/bin, DE/best/bin
and DE/target-to-best/bin algorithms in this case.

4.4. Comparison with other algorithms. Further results regarding the comparison of
the GDE algorithm with other evolutionary algorithms is presented in this section. These
algorithms include jDE [30], SaDE [24], ALEP [37], BestLevy [37], NSDE [38] and RTEP
[39]. Table 5 shows the comparative results with respect to 30-dimensional problems. In

Table 4. Results of the Friedman test for statistical comparison

D = 30
Algorithm Difference in Rank Critical Difference (CD)

DE/rand/bin (3.54− 1) = 2.54

1.30DE/best/bin (3.15− 1) = 2.15
DE/target-to-best/bin (2.31− 1) = 1.31

D = 100
DE/rand/bin (3.69− 1) = 2.69

1.30DE/best/bin (3.07− 1) = 2.07
DE/target-to-best/bin (2.23− 1) = 1.23
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Table 5. Comparison with other evolutionary algorithms (D = 30), in-
cluding GDE, jDE [30], SaDE [24], ALEP [37], BestLevy [37], NSDE [38]
and RTEP [39]

Function
GDE

jDE SaDE ALEP BestLevy NSDE RTEP
[30] [24] [37] [37] [38] [39]

Mean
f1 1.83E–42 1.10E–28 4.50E–20 6.32E–04 6.59E–04 7.10E–17 7.50E–18
f2 4.02E–30 1.50E–23 1.90E–14 – – – –
f3 1.13E–25 9.00E–02 – 4.18E–02 3.06E+01 7.90E–16 2.40E–15
f4 6.67E–11 1.40E–15 7.40E–11 – – – –
f5 0.0E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 – – – –
f6 2.08E–03 3.30E–03 4.80E–03 – – – –
f7 3.73E–07 3.10E–15 – 4.34E+01 5.77E+01 5.90E–28 1.10E+00
f8 2.52E+00 – – 1.10E+03 6.70E+02 – 2.90E–07
f9 5.68E–13 1.50E–15 – 5.85E+00 1.30E+01 – 2.50E–14
f10 9.69E–15 7.70E–15 – 1.90E–02 3.10E–02 1.69E–09 2.00E–10
f11 0.0E+00 0.00E+00 – 2.4E–02 1.80E–02 5.80E–16 2.70E–25
f12 1.50E–32 6.60E–30 6.10E–05 6.00E–06 3.00E–05 5.40E–16 3.20E–13
f13 1.70E–32 5.00E–29 1.70E–19 9.80E–05 2.60E–04 6.40E–17 7.10E–08

Table 6. Simulation results of the GDE with various initial F and CR values

Function

GDE
F = 0.1 F = 0.1 F = 0.5 F = 0.5 F = 0.9 F = 0.9
CR = 0.1 CR = 0.5 CR = 0.5 CR = 0.9 CR = 0.5 CR = 0.9

f1 4.38E–43 7.12E–43 5.21E–42 2.53E–42 1.83E–42 2.13E–42
f3 1.01E–25 1.33E–25 3.83E–25 1.77E–25 1.13E–25 1.40E–25
f5 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00
f7 1.24E–05 2.95E–05 7.15E–07 2.11E–08 3.73E–07 5.51E–07
f9 8.69E–10 8.69E–10 6.90E–13 5.91E–13 5.68E–13 5.95E–13
f11 7.79E–54 1.61E–54 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00 0.0E+00
f13 3.90E–29 1.27E–29 3.45E–32 3.21E–32 1.70E–32 2.53E–32

unimodal function problems, the GDE algorithm showed the best results for five of six
functions. In multimodal function problems, the GDE algorithm showed the best results
for three of seven functions and provided a result near the best solution for Function 10.
The overall results show that the GDE algorithm is a more effective algorithm than other
competitive algorithms.

4.5. The sensitivity of initial F and CR. To understand the sensitivity of parame-
ters, this paper presents the results of further simulations with various initial Fa, Fb, CRa

and CRb values. The proposed GDE algorithm was applied to low-dimensional problems.
In this simulation, the population size and the maximum generation were set to100 and
1500. For the redundancy of parameters, we set F = Fa = Fb and CR = CRa = CRb.
All results reported in this section are obtained based on 50 independent runs for vari-
ous initial F and CR values. Table 6 presents the results of the GDE algorithm based
on various initial F and CR values. The results show that the overall performance is
not significantly different when the GDE algorithm uses various initial F and CR values.
Therefore, the proposed GDE algorithm offers an advantage that is robust with respect
to the initial F and CR values.
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5. Conclusions. This paper has proposed a GDE algorithm for numerical optimization
problems. The GDE algorithm is a generalized DE model that combines exploitation
ability and exploration ability. In addition, two adaptive parameter-tuning strategies
are used to adjust the scaling factors F and CR in the GDE algorithm. The simulation
results demonstrate that the proposed GDE algorithm successfully handles the stagnation
problem and effectively searches for the global optimal solution in benchmark function
optimization problems. The statistical test reveals the significant differences between the
GDE algorithm and other EAs.
Two advanced topics regarding the proposed GDE algorithm should be addressed in

future research. First, the GDE algorithm may adopt other further evolutionary learning
strategies to improve its performance. For example, a symbiotic learning method has been
to used to enhance the performance of the PSO algorithm. The basic idea of symbiotic
learning methods is that an individual is composed of multiple elements, which are ran-
domly selected from a subpopulation. Every subpopulation performs an evolution process
to produce new elements. This method increases the possibility of finding potential solu-
tions. Second, in addition to the simulations performed in this paper, the proposed model
can be applied to solve neuro-fuzzy system optimization problems.
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